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ON PSEUDO-EINSTEIN REAL HYPERSURFACES OF THE 
QUATERNIONIC PROJECTIVE SPACE 

By ]. D. Pérez and F . G. Santos 

1. Introduction 

A quaternion Kaehlerian rnanifold is a Riernannian rnanifold (M, g) on 

which there ex ists a 3-dimensional vector I:undle V of tensors of type (1 , 1) 

with local I:asis of almost Hermitian structures 1, J, K satisfying 
2 ,2 .... 2 1) r = J"= K"=- Id. IJ= - JI= K 

where Id. denotes the identity endomorph ism. 

2) If /1 denotes the co\"ariant differentiaticn on M there exist three local 

l - forms p, q, r on M such that for any vector f ield X on M 

/1 x1 = r (X)J-q(X)K 

/1 xJ=-r(X)I+P(X) K 

17 XK =q(X) I - P(X)J 

From condition 1) it is eas)' to see that the real dimension of such a man 

ifold must be 4m. 

For an extensive stud)' of this kind of rnanifo lds see [6], [IOJ and [ lIJ. 

If 111 is a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold for an)' XETþM, PEM, the 

orthogonal vectors X, lX, JX and KX Sl'an a 4-plane denoted by Q (샤 . Any 

section n spanned by vectors Y and Z such that Q(Y) = Q (Z) is called half. 

quaternionic. The sectional curvature of such a section îs called quaternoinic 

sectional curvature. If these cunatures do not depend neither on the half 

quaternionic section considered nor the point, λ1 is sa id to I:e a quaternion 

space form. 

ln [6J S. Ishihara proves that if M has real d imens ion~8 then it is a 
quaternion space form of constant quaternionic sectional curvature c if and 

-only if its curvature tensor aJmits the following expression 

(1.1) R(κ Y) Z=송 {g (Y， Z)X-g(κ Z)Y十g (l Y， Z)IX • g (l.\:, Z) IY 

+ 2g (X, l Y) I Z + g(JY, Z)JX一g(JX， Z)JY수2g(X， J Y) JZ 

+g(KY, Z)KX一g(KX， Z)KY+ 2g(X, KY)KZI 
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for any vector fiel ds X, Y and Z on 씨 {l, J, K} being a local basis of V. 

The quaternionic projective space QP'" is the model of quaternion space 

form wi th constant positive quaternionic sectional curvature. 

Let N be a real hypersurlace 01 a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold 111 and 

let ~ be the unit normal vector field 01 N in tvl.‘ j[ {l, J, K} is a local basis 

01 V we shall denote by 이= -IÇ， U，=-J~ and U3=- K~. 

If for any vector field X tangent to N we have 

(1. 2) SX=aX-'- b{g (X, Uj )이 -g (X， U,)U, .... g (X, 의) U3) 

where a and b are differential lunct ions on N and S is the endomorphism on 

TN such that for any vector fiel ds X. Y tangent to N g(SX, Y) = S(X, Y) the 
Ricci tensOr of N , j\1. is called a pseud~ - Einstein real hypersurface of M , 

In [9] ]. S. Pak studies the Q-quasi u:nbilical real hypersurfaces 01 the 

quaternionic projective space . It is e3sy to see that any Q-quasi umbilicalι 

real hypersurface of the quaternionic projective space is a pseudo-Einstein 
real hypersurface. Thus the geodesic hyperspheres that are the only Q• quasl 

umbilical real hypersurlaces of QP"', are the first important examples of 
pseudo• Einstein real hypersurlaces. For a study of Q-quasi umbilical real 

hypersurfaces of an arbitrary quaternion Kaehlerian manifold see [5]. 

The purpose of the present paper is to begin the study 01 pseudo-Einsteinλ 

real hypersurfaces 01 QJ"’. 

2. P .scudo-Einstein real hypersurfaces of a quat~rnion Kaehlerian manifold 

Basic lormulas. 

Let 111 be a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold 01 dimension 4", and N a reaV 

hypersurace of 111. Let X be a vector field tangent to N. We write 

(2.1) <þ .. X=φ .. X+ f .. (X)~ 

i= l , 2, 3, where ψ1 =1, <Þ, =J and ψ3=K and 까X 8re the tangential components 

。f ψ .. X 
Then, we have g(X, 이) =-g(X, 까 C) =g(씨x， C) =g(cþ‘x, CJ+지 (X)=지 (X) ， 

that is, 
(2.2) 지 (X)=g(X， 아) ; = 1,2,3 

From (2.1) and the definition of 씨 it follows 

(2. 3) 야X= -X+ι (X)이 f .. (여i"Y) = O i ::::: l ,2,3 

for any vector field X tangent to N. Moreover <þ‘이=-￠k=l=￠， U‘ ÷지(이) ( 
=φ‘이 +g(이， 이)(=까U‘ + c. That is, 
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(2.4) @‘이 =0 
From (2.1) we have 일X+져(X) Ç=KX= IJX= I (Ø,X+ f， (X)이 =까<P，X+지 (φ，X)C 

-f，(저 U, and similar relations considering J = KI and I =Jκ Thus, by equaling 

the tangential and normal components 、Ne obtain 

(2.5) 와X= 'Í'생tx-ι (x)의=φt야X+fk(X)U， 

and 

(2. 6) 까(씨 =f，，(와X) =-f， (써X) 

where (j, k, t) is a circ비ar permutation of (1,2, 3). As g(이， 이) = 0 if i# 

it follows 

(2.7) 씬아=-야Uj=이 
From the fact that g(씨X， Y) =-g(X, 까η ， we get 

(2.8) g('Í' .. X, η +g (X， 와Y) =O 

for any vector fields X, Y tangent to N. :\10reover, from (2.1) , 
(2 .9) g( q, .. X, <P .. η =g(X, Y) -지 (x)자 (Y) 

îor any vector field s X, Y tangent to N. 

If V denotes the covariant differentiation induced by 17 on N, the formulas 

of Gauss and 、Neingarten are given, respective ly, by 

(2. 10) 

and 
(2.11) 

17 xY=V xY+g(AX, Y) 

17 xC=-AX 

for any vector fields X, Y tangent to N, A being the Weingarten endomor

phism of the immersion. The equations of Gauss and Codazzi are given, 
respectively, by R (X, Y)Z = R(X, ηZ+g(AX， Z) ;lY- g(AY, Z)AX and (R (X, 

Y) Z) .L = g ( (i1 xA)y, Z)Ç-g ( (i1 yA)X, Z)C , where R and R denote the curvature 

tensors of iW and N, respecti vely, and 上 denotes the normal component and 

X, Y, Z are vector f ields tangent to N 

Suppose that M is a quaternion space form of dimension 4m 2 8 and quater 

nionic sectional curvature 4c. Then from (1. 1) , (2. 10) 뻐d (2.11) and the 

equat ions of Gauss and Codazzi we have 
3 

(2 .12) R (X, Y) Z=c {g (Y, Z) X • g(X, Z) Y+ I; (g (ψ ，Y， Z)ψ，X-g (ψ ，X， Z)ψ ，Y 
.=1 

+ 29(X, ψ .. Y)ψ .. Z)) +g(AY, Z) AX- g (AX, Z)AY 

g( (i1 xA ) Y, Z)C +g((V yA)X, Z)Ç 

for any tangent vector fields X, κ Z. lf we consider in (2.12) the tangential 

and normal components we ge t, respect ively, 
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(2.13) R(X, Y) Z = c(g(Y, Z)X-g(χ Z)Y+환(φIζ Z)p .. X-g(Ø‘χ Z)와 Y 
+ 2g (X, φ‘ Y)p .. Z)}+g(AY, Z)AX- g(AX, Z)AY 

3 
(2. 14) (if xA) Y - (if yA) X=c핀지 (X) φ .. Y - I .. (Y)까X+2g(지 ø .. Y) 이) J 

From (2.14) having in mind all the formulas obtained before , we have 

g((ifxA) 이， 이 ) =g( (if u.A)X, 이)， i = 1, 2, 3. 

From (2.13) if we choose an orthonormal basis (Ej' "', 적m_ 1J of N, the 

Ricci tensor of the hypersurface is 
4m •~• l 

(α2. 1페5야) s히(αX’ Y) = 킹걷lam(E작tν’ χ ι Ei ) =늬(4m-2잉) C.쟁'g(αX， Yη) + 3c훨넣호활훨lf센g잉(짜E 
4m - l 

g(꺼X， E;J 十 z짐 (g(AX, ιg(AEi ， E .. ) • g(Ei , Aηg(AX， E‘)} 

= (4m-2)cg(X, Y) 수3cJ쥔 g(rþjχ Ø/) + (trace A)g(AX, Y) 

- g(A'X, Y) 

and applying (2.2) and (2. 9) in (2.15) we obtain 

(2. 16) SX= (4m十 7)cX-3c(지 (X)Uj ι1， (:()아+/，(2'0연)+ hAX←A'X 
for any tangent 、 ector field X, and where h= trace A 

From the definition of a quaternion Kaehlerian manifold having in mind 

(2.10) and (2.11) it follows if xU .. +g(AX, uY: = 17 x U .. = - 17 xψti= - (Px씨)Ç → 

￠;Px:= - ql(X)야아누 qk(X) <ÞjÇ + rþ‘AX十지 (AX) Ç， where we have put Pj= P, P2= q 

and P
3
=r, i = I, 2, 3 and (i, k, j) is a circular permutation 01 (1, 2, 3). Then 

we have 

(2 l7) PxUg = ql(X)Uk %(X)UI+@t AX 

AnaJogously we obtain q/X)싸Y←qk(X)꺼Y= (f7 x씨 ) Y= f7 X <Þi Y • <Þi f7 x Y =17 XPi Y 

+ f7 xl .. (Y)Ç- <þ‘(if x Y+ g(AX, y)ç)=if xø‘ Y十g(AX， 9 ， Y)Ç 十 X(지 (η)Ç- I ,.(Y) AX 

I .. (if xy)ç + ø ,.if xY+g(AX, Y) Ui for any i = I, 2, 3. Considering the tangential 

component in the above equation it fo lIows 

(2.18) (if x9;l Y= q/X) <PkY一qk(X)￠1Y十지 (ηAX←g(AX， Y) Ui 

PROPOSITION 2. l. Let N be a real hypers.‘r /ace 0/ the quaterníon space /orm 

1\1 0/ quaternionic sectional curψature 4c*0 and real dimension 4m늘8 . If Uj' U2 

aηd U
3 

are eigenvectors 0/ A ψith the same þrincipal curvature a , then α " 

locally constaηt 

PROOF. Suppose that Uj' U, and U
3 

are eigenvectors 01 A corresponding to 
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t he principal curvatures a 1, a2 and a3, respectively. From (2.17) we have 

(2. 19) (IT xA)U,= J7 x"' ,U, - A J7 xU,=X(",,) U,+ ",{(X) U2- ""q(X) U3+"',",AX 

- "',r(X) U, +"'3q(X) U3 - Aφ，AX. 

From (2. 14) and (2. 19) we obtain 

(2. 20) c(2g (X, \\ y) +/ ,rX )g("2Y' 이) - 12 ( Y)g(φ2X， 이)+ 1，<X)g(rþ3ζ U, ) 

-4(ηg("3X， 이)) = X(",, )g(Y, U,) +"'l(",AX, Y) -g(Aφ，AX， Y) 

+ r (X) (a , - "'2)g(Y, U,) + q(X) ("'3 - " ,)g (Y, U3) - Y(",, )g(X, 이) 
- "" g (ç>/l Y, X)+g (Aç\ [A Y, X) -r( Y)(αl α2)g(X， U，) - q(η 

("3-", [)g(X, 의) 
If we put Y=이 in (2.20) we have 

(2.21) X(a ,)=U,("',)/ , (X) 十r (U，) ("'， -띤)/，<X) + q(U,) ("'3 -"，)져 (X) 

a nd similar expressions for X(",,) and X("'3)' X being an arbitrary tangent 

、 ector field. Then, if X-LSp띠， 아， 의)， X("' ,)=X("'2) = X("'3) = 0. 

:-'10reover, from (2.21) , U,(",,) = ("'[ - "'2) r (U,) and U,(",,) = ("'3 -",, )q(U,) 

Then, if a l = a2= a3= a , the result follows from the above expressions. 

Suppose that N is a pseudo • Einste in real hypersurface of a quaternion space 

form of quaternionic sect ional curvature 4c, I\1. If the real dimension of 1\1 

is 41112':8, from (1. 2) and (2.16) it follows 

(2.22) (A' - hA , p) X= cr {f, (X) U, + I ,(X) U2+ 13(X) U) 

wit h ρ=α - c(4m + 7) and cr= - (b + 3c). 

THEORE).;l 2.2. Let N be a pseudo- Einsteill real !Zypersurface 01 a quaternion 

sþ!lce /onn 1H 0/ real dimension 4m ;;:'::8. 1/ q :;f:Q 011 an open U, there e.xists a local 

basis 01 V (l', J' , K' ) sllch that 이 =-/ ’C, 아=-Jτ andU3=- K’C are eigenvectors 

alld, at least , two 01 them have the same principal curvature. lvloreover there are, 
at most , lour distinct þrinúþal curt:atures at each point 01 U. 

PROOF. Having in mind (2.22) let us consider T=A2 _ hA that is a symmetric 

tensor. Then we ha ve T이= (IJ-p)U" T아= (IJ-p)까， T의= (IJ -p)U3， that is, 

U[ ’ 아 and U
3 

are e igenvectors of T correspond ing to the same eigenvalue 

o-p. If X is orthogonal to 이， 연 and U3, TX= - pX. So il q* O, (J - P is an 

e igenvalue of T of multiplicity 3 and - p is an eigenvalue 01 T 01 multiplicity 

4m - 4. Moreover, if X is an eigenvector of A it is a1so an eigenvector of T 

Let X" "', X,m _[ be an orthonormal tasis of eigenvectors of A. It will be an 

orthonormal basis of e igenvectors of T. Thus there must ex ist exactly three 
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vectors 좌， 강+1 and XH2 with 1:S;k< k+ l < k+ 2:S;4m- l and TX,‘ = (a-p)Xi , 
‘=k, k+ l , k+2 . Then Sp (잔• Xk +1, 잔+，)프Sp (이 U2 1 인 ) and there exists 

a matrix CESO(3) such that 

[짧}C[~}폈 Then C [:심 = [셀 is a ne빼 
01 V (see [6] . 

If we continue calling U1 =-1", U,= - J', and U
3
= →Kτthese afe eigen. 

vectors of A. As their principaI curvatures must satisfy the condition À2_ 샤 
+ (p-a) =0, at Jeast two 01 them must coincide. Denoting by Ao the restriction 

of A to the orthogonaJ compJement 01 Sp (U1’ 의• U
3

} , Ao leaves in variant 

this subspace and then Ao has, at most, two dist inct principal curvatures. 

The resuJt follows from this fact 

THEOREr\.1 2.3. Let N be a pseudo-Einstein real hypersurface 0/ a quaternioll 

space /orm lV1 0/ real dimensio.ι 4m르8. Jf 0' =0 on an open U there exist, at 11l0S1 , 
two distinct principal curvatures À a시d μ at each POi12t 0/ U, verifying ，1. + μ=h ， 

Aμ=p‘ 1\Iloreover Ul' U2 and U3 are principal 

PROOF. From (2.22) and the fact that a=O, we get (A'- hA + p)X= O, lor 

any vector fieJd tangent to N. Thus at most there are two di stinct eigenvaJues 

of A. By the same reasoning as in Theorem 2. 2 이， Uz and U3 are eigenveo. 

tors of A 

3. Focal set of a submanifold of the quaternionic projective space 

In [7] M‘ Kon cJassifies the pseudo-Einstein reaJ hypersurfaces oÍ the 

compJex projective space. The same cJassification is obtained JateJ y by Cecil 

and Ryan in [2] using focaJ point theory and appJ ying resuJts obtained by 

themseJves in [1] that assure that with fairy generaJ conditions the focaJ se t 

corresponding to a principaJ curvature has a differentiabJe manifoJd structure 

In this paragraph we study the focaJ set 01 a submaniloJd of the quaterni onic 

proJectJve space 

Firstly we recaJJ the construction of the canonicaJ quaternion KaehJerian 

structure on QP"' (4) 

Consider Q’n+ 1 where Q denotes the aJgebra oi the quaternions, with the 

naturaJ basis (eo, ... ,em). ThenaturaJ sympJectic product on Qrn+1 is defined by 
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m .,. 1 1 
(p, q) = L; þ'q 

1= 0 

m m 
where ?= zple1 , q= g qle1 and al ls t he quatemlOnlC conjugate of 씨 The 

1=0 ι 1=0 

Euclidean metric 01 Q"야 is now given by g (P , q) = Re(p , q) lor any p , qEO 

Q"‘+ , 
The unlt sphere S4m+3= { q 드Qm十 I/g (q ， q) = l} is a principal fibre bundle 

。、 er QF" with structural group S3 and projection Il. With the natural iden 

tilication 01 tangent 、 ectors to s"m+3 and vectors 01 Qm+I, the tangent space 

t。 s4m+3 at a pO lnt q denoted by TqS4%+3 lS TqS4m+3={pεQm+I/g(p， q) =이‘ 

We 、raite T'q= (pεQ"서 '/g (þ, q) =g(p , iq)=g(p, jq)=g(p, kq) = O) where i , j , k 

..a re the units of the quaternions 

ThlS Subspace of TqS4m+3 has as lts orthogonal complement the subspace of 

，.t m十3dimension 3 01 Tl""' o spanned by iq, jq, kq 

The distribution T' delines a connection in the principal libre bundle s""‘+3 

(QP치4). S) in that T' q iscomplementary to the subspace Sp {iq, jq, kq} 

tangent to the fibre at q and T'q is invariant under the action 01 S 3. Thus 

the projection Il induces an isomorphism (dIl )q 01 T'q onto TO(q) QF" (4) such 

that (dll) q maps the subspace Spμq， jq, kq) into 0 lor each qεs"m+J 

The natural metric g of constant quaternionic sectional curvature 4 is defined 

by ξ (X， Y) = 4g(X', Y') for any X, YEOT.QP'‘ (4) , where X' and Y' are the 

horizontal li l ts 01 X and Y, respectively, to T'q and Il (q) = a. 

Finally Il * induces the connection it on Qpm in the following way: if X, Y 

are two vector fields on QP
m and X', Y' their respective horizontal lifts to 

s'm+3, then it xY= Il.(f7 'x, Y' ) delines the quaternion Kaehlerian connection 

on QP"’, 、vhere {7 ' is the covariant differentiation of stm+3. 

Let now N be an η dimensional submanilold embedded in QF". \Ve denote 

by T上N= {(x， Ç) /xεN， ÇEOT~N} ， where T~N represents the normal space 

to N at x , the normal bundle 01 N with projection P. For (x, Ç)EOT上N let 

F (x , 0 be the point of QF" at a distance I ç I on the geodesic through x 

-with direction ~ 

A point PEOQP ’" is called a focal point 01 multiplicity 001 (N, x) il p= F 
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(x, ~) and the ]acobian of F has nulity ν at (x , ~) 

If e is a unit normal vector to N at x and ω든s.m+3 with fl (띠 ) = x , let C' 

be the horizontal lift to T나 of C. The geodesic in Qpm with direction C is 

given by r(r) = fl (cosr ω+sinr O. This ge여esic does not depend on the 

choice of ι Moreover, as r(r)=r(r + fl) and using, if necessary, - C instead 

。f C, we can only consider rE [O, 0 / 2J in order to compute (dF) (x" ,)' On 

the other hand, if r = O F. is clearly the identity and then there cannot exist 

loca l points. Then it is enough to suppose that 0< r :o:;rJ/2. 

Let IC" 딘 C.) be an orthonormal basis lor the space T; N with ,,= 1; 
Let U be a sufficientl y small coordinate neighborhood 01 x. Extend C" 'k 
to normal vector fields orthonormal on U by parallel translation with respect 

to the normal connect，。n P L along ge。desics in N Let uEU and veTiN 
• . , 

Then 1j=μ ((1 -ζt;)'2' C,+ t2' ,+ ". + t.C.) with 0<μ= p| , OS| tl l 드 1 lor any j 
J=‘ -

~.2 ___ • __ _ ~ '-1 __ 'l"O ..... J. '" '"" ~ 1 ， (" ... rr ò \ (~ \ ) 
ndlE”E l Then we caIl Consider T써T.N=T“N+ SÞ j ~값(“，.)' " ', \òtk) (u ，시 

and by the local triviality of T 1. N 

UxRk-- 안----，p-' (이 
(u, μ， t

2
, tk)-- • (u , η) 

( ò \ ( ò \ / \ 
t뼈h따뼈e맨n \찮ττ)(샤μ싸써(“ι써써“ι”써’J끼’끼) =티(여째d<þ째얘씨싸)시(“싸ιμ’4싸μι싸’ 

‘ l ‘ l 

(d，씨(“ μ 12 •...• tA)(순)(써 ti)' r l' rk being the usual coordinates of R
k 

I il \ n I (i) rI , ? I 

Thus ~파)(“’「강 I ， = o(ψ (u ， μI 0, " ', t J 0, " ', 0) =효I ， =o(u ， μ ( (l-t")책 

+ te) ), j = 2, "', k and ( :. L _，=띄， I ，=o(여 (u， μ+1 ， 이=4- 1 \ aμ J(“ ,J'}) dt It=o\ 't' \ .. , 1"' , .. , , U /- dt It= O 

(μ+t)C ，). That is, (u , μ((1 t2) ;I + tl )) and (u, (μ+ I)C ，) are the cα미urv 1 . -." j 

I ò 、 I å \ 
T l. N with initial conditions ((u, 1j) , (강써)) ， j = 2, "', k and (“’ 1j), (파)써))， 

‘ l ‘ 

respec다tively. 

With computations similar to the ones appearing in [2J we obtain the 

follow ing Proposition where z = casr w+sinr C', X'ω and (;1, X) ’ω are the 

norizontal lifts to T’ω 。f X and A, X, respectivel y. 

PROPOSITION 3. 1. For O<r드fl/2 ψe have 
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a이) (μ찌dF뻐찌F꺼까)시(μxιμ써， r까씨r샤셰μe히ç，(옳꿇-:-t“xμ씨r객센s 
l 

- sinr g(C'j' κ')kz)) 
、

이 (dF) (x ， rçl\숲)(x， 'çl = (dU) ,( -sinl ω+ cosr ζ) 

c) (dF) (x,rçl(X, 0) = (dU) , (cosr X'ω-sinr ((flçX)'w-g(X'ω， iC') i띠 

-g(X닝， jç')j띠 g(X’ω， kÇ) kω)) 

where the vector 011 the right is in T’ in cases a) an.d b) but not necessarily in 
Z 

case c) 

ln order to compute the focaI points we make additionaI restrictions on the 
submanifolds. \\re only consider two cases: when 1ι KI; and JC are normal 

(that is, N is a quatern ionic submanifold) or when lÇ, Jç and KI; are e igen

vectors of flç' Then from Proposition 3.1 and the fact that any quaternionic 

submanifold is totally geodesic (see [3) or [4]) , we obtain the follow ing Iwo 

results 

PROPOSITION 3. 2. Jf ',=JÇ, 김=Jç and 딩=KC are nonnal 'l,.'ectors to N at x , 
then 

a) (dF) (x,rçl (X, 0) = Oforr = 0 / 2 

( iJ\ ( ò \ ra \ 
b“) (μ찌dF쩌찌F꺼까') (μxι’， r샤샤e 

c이) (어d꺼 (μιxι’， '샤따e히I(Xχ’ Vη) 구*0ι， exceþt in cases a이) or b야) ’ 

PROPOSlTION 3.3. lf lÇ, JI; and KC are eigenvectors of fl, with eigenvallles 

J., μ and v, respectively. then 

a) (dF) (x,rç) (X, 이 =0 i/ X is an eigenvector 0/ Ae with eigenvalue cot r and X 

is orthogonal 10 1Ç, Jç and KÇ. 

b) (dF) (x,re) (Iç, 0) = 0 if À=2cot 2r 

c) (dF) (x,rel (JI;, 0) = 0 if μ=2col 2r 

씨 (dF) (x, ,el (KI;, 0) = 0 jf ν=2cot 2r 

e) (dF) (x,rç)(X, V) ""O except in cases a) , b) , c) or 찌 

Note Ihat cot 2(r • (U / 2)) = col 2r and then there will exist Iwo focal points 

at a distance U / 2 One from the order corresponding to each principal curvature 

À, μ and v along any normal ge여esic. 
m ~. ~_ r 

If N is an n-dimensional submanifold of QP"', we shall denote by U(T -'-N) 

the bundle of unit normal vectors to N. The tllbe of radius r over N is defined 
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by the map 와 U(T LNj ->QP'" given by φr(X' C) =F(x, r~). As dim 

V{TLN) =4m- l , 의 determines, at least for sufficiently small \"alues of 

r , a real hypersurface of QP"'. If N is a real hypersurface we consider 

<Pr: N->QP'" in the following wa)': if' is a local field of unit normals, 
<pr(X) = F(x, rÇ(x)) 

The vector (dll ) , (-sinr ω+cosr Ç') tangent at II (z) to the geodesic in QP'" 

f rom x in the direction of C is a unit normal t。 찌 at II (z) 

I .. _ • •. ~_f Ò Ò 1 
ldentifying, as we made before, T(x， e)U(T~Nj to TxN+SPj 짚;， , 강도i ’ 

if (ι JI)ET ,_ .,U(T LNj , ‘,\'e ha、 e(x,e) 

(3. 1) (d，까) (x,e) (ArX, JI) (x,e)) = - (/7 (ι).(X， V)η) 0 (,) 
where η is an extension of the above "ector to a unit normal vector field 
.along <Pr' Then having in mind Proposition 3.1 and with a simple computation 

using again that any quaternionic submanifold of a quaternion Kaehlerian 
mani fold is totally geodesic we obtain. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 1'='" J(=김 and KC =μ normal to N at x . Let X1, 
X. a basis 0/ eigenvectors 0/ Ae with eigenνalue cot(ll/ 2) . T hen the Weingarten 

J!ndomorphism 0/ ør, Ar' is giveη in terms 01 its eigem.:ectors by 

a) Ar(꿇)=一2cot 2r(꿇) 2::;;i::;;4 

b) Ar(진， 0) =cot ((R/ 2) - r) (Xl’ 이 I ::;; J::;;n 

c) Ar\꿇)= - cot r(잃 5::;; j ::;;k 
1 . ‘ l 

I Ò \ 1 Note that from Proposition 3.2 we have (d，씨 (xA킴긴=τsin 2r b], 

( ò \ _ 1 _0 L f ~ .l' I Õ \_ 1 
{d1>r ) (x，<l닙ζ)= 효sin2r J~， (dØr ) (x，싸짚끼 흥sin2r Kη. Then we obtain 

COROLLARY 3.5. Let W be a real hypersur /ace 0/ QP'" lying on a tube 0/ 

ιonstant radius r over a quaternionic suhmallifold 0/ QP"'‘. Let η be a unit ’zormal 

vector. Then I~， J~ aηd K7j are eigenvectors 0/ the shape operator A 7J with tlze 

same e1lfeηνα/ue -2cot 2r. 

Let N be a quaternionic submani fold and r such that W=와N is a real 

hypersurface. We ge t 
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C OROLLARY 3.6. 111 the abωe c01!ditions the local set 01 까 N is the un{on 0/ 

.the local set 01 N and N itse/f. 

PROOF. From Proposition 3.2 the focal points of N are .obtained only for 

r = Tl / 2. Frcm Frcpcsition 3.3 and Corollary 3.5 we ol:: tain focal points of 

여r N at a distance (Tl / 2) - r from 9r N and in gecdesics of direction ~n ( ， ) 

corresponding to the ones at a distance Tl / 2 from N in the direction of ç. 

These focal points of rf>r N are the focal points of N. The other possibility 

corresr;onds to çoint s 2t a distaI!ce r from φr N in the direction - 170 ( ;:) ar..d 

from Proposition 3.3 these are the points of N. 

THEORE:vI 3. 7. Let N be a connected ori.,’table real hypersur lace 01 QP'" such 

that 1ζ JC and and Kt. are eigenvectors with locally constant principal curt'ature 

μ= 2cot 2r. 11 ør has cOllslallt rank q on N, then 

a} q is a lIlult iPle 01 4 and each poillt xoEN has a lIeighborhood U such that 

'<Pr U is a quaternionic (q / 4) • dimensional quaterniαÚC SUbl1’anilold 01 QP~‘-

b) For an)' xεU. the leal 01 the distribution D= {XεTN/ (Ør) ‘X=OJ thrcugh x 

meets U in an cpen subset 01 a gecdesic hyþer!pluTe ;n the lctally gecdesic Qpn- (q/‘) 

orthogonal to TpØrU at p= ør(x). That is. U /ies 011 the tube 01 radius r over øru. 

PROOF. lf we suppose that 9r has constant rank q on N. it is known that 

for any xεN there exists a coordinate ne igh l::orhood U centered in x with 

local coordinates u1, μm l such that ￠r is an embedding 。f tl1e sllce 

uo+ '= " 'u,m- ,= O into QP. ’. Thus ￠yA1 lS a submanlI。ld 。f real dlmensi。n q 

in a neighborhood of Ør(x). It is easy to see that the distribution D(x) = 

{XETx^ν (d@r)x X=0} is integrable and its lea、 es h8\'e dirnensicn 4m- l -q. 

Le t Xo EN and by the abo、 e reasoning U a neigh l::c rhocd of Xo in N small 

ιenough fo r W=ørU to be a q-diæensiona l em l:edded submanifol d. Let η(x)= 

(dTl), ( - sinr 띠+cosr ;]) ” lth zEU, i the unit nmrnal t。 N at x and lhe 

rest of notations l::eing the acO\-e used. From Proposition 3.1 and Frcposition 

3. 3 i t is easy to see that 1η (x). Jη (x) and Kη(I) are orthogonal to (￠r).(Tx이 

and then orthogonal to Tp lV. In order to sho、，\" that \V is a quaternionic 

submanifold of QP.‘ it s페ces to see that for any pεW， 단W admits a 

basis 01 vectors of the abo\'e lorm. But η maps U into U(T서V) . Moreover 

jf ψr: U(T .J.W)-> Op . ‘ denotes the map onto the tu l::e of radius r O\'er W 
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\ve have 9r ( - η (x)) = x for any xEU. Thus η has a left inverse and is a 

diffeomorphis :n onto an open 끼U) in U(T 1- W). If 잉(T서V) denotes the fibre 

of U(T서V) at p, η(이 π 잉(T1- W) is open in UJT上 W) and contains a basis of 

T;W of the required lorm. Thus T;W is inva떠1t by J, J anc1 K. As W is 

an embedded submanilold it follows that W is a quaternionic submanilold of 

QP’ 1 

Jn order to prove b) le t xEU and b a point 01 the lea f of D through x 

By the construction made before η (b) ε잉(T니V) and it must be at a distance 

r from p along a geαle3i c 01 QP’n normal to 9rN. On the other hand, T;W 

determines a totally geodesic projeotive space QP m • (q/4) 
in QP ”‘ and the leaf 

is a submani fold of the geodesic hypersphere of center p and radius r in 

QP ’11-(q/4) This leaf has dimension 4m-q - l and the ;I it must be an open 

se! of !he geodesic hypersphere 

EXA 'vlPLES l. Geodesic hyperspheres in QP m
. A geodesic hypersphere in QP"‘ 

of center the point PEQP'" and radius r , O< r :;' Jl / 2 is the set of points of 

QP
m at a fixed distance r Irom the point p. We denote such a hypersphere 

by G(p, r). G(p , r) can be considered as a tube of radius r over the O-dimen 

sional submanifold ψ) of QP m
. Thus, from Proposition 3.4 G(p , r) has two 

distinct principal curvatures a t each point À= cot r with multiplicity 4m-4 

and μ= 2cot 2r with multiplicity 3. lt is clear that G(p, ll / 2) = Qpm- 1 and for 

a fixed r < Jl /2 G(p, r) is al so the tube of radius (ll / 2) • r over Q?'" 
•

From 

Corollary 3.6 the focal set 01 G(p, r) is (p) UQ?'" 
-1 , P being a focal point 

01 multiplicity 4m - ] of (G(p , r) , x) for any xεG(p ， r)
‘ 

2. Tubes 0νer the quaternioηic submanifold Qp k 
01 QP m ( 1드k :;'m - 2). Let k be 

a fixed integer with ]르k드m- 2 and 0< r < Jl /2. Let M' (4m + 2, k, r) be the 

hypersurface 01 S'm +3 defined by 
k m 

(3 . 2) I: Iq; I"= cos"r I: Iq;I"=sin ‘ r 
j=O j=k+l 

that is, λl'(4m十 2， k, r) is the product S 4k十3(I/cos'r) x S' l+ 3 (l/sin'r) ， with 

l = m • k-] 

The projection Jl submerses lvf(4m -,- 2, k, r) onto a real hypersurface of 

QPm that we shall denote M(4m- l , k, r). li we put r = O in (3.2) we obtain 
4k+ 3 ___ 

L _ , _I'- ~r n4m +3 the sphere S'" 'O as a totally geodesic submanilold of S 
..... T O and its image 
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under II is the quaternionic submanifold Qpk oi Qpm. Then k1(4m -- l , k, r } 

is the tube of radius r over Qpk 

From Proposition 3.4 M( 4", • 1, k, r) has three constant prìncìpal curvatures 

,11 = cot r , ,1,= cot(r • (ll/2))=-cot((ll/2) - r) and μ=2cot 2r with respective 

multiplicities 41, 4k and 3. Note that M(4m - 1, k, r) is also a tube of radius 

(ll /2) - r over the quaternionic submanifold Qpl 01 Q?"‘ obtained taking r= Jl / 2 

in (3.2) and projecting into Qpm. Fro:n Corollary 3.6 we ha、 e that the focal 
....." .... k , ,..-.,r.l 

set of '",1(4m- 1, k, r) is QrUQP 

4. A classification of pseudo- Einstein re11 hypersurface3 of the quaternionÎc 

projective space Qpm 

THEOREM 4. 1. Let N be a connected psεudJ- Einstêin rεal hyp:rsur/ace 0/ QP"‘ 
11 U" Uo and Uo are eigenνectors with the samf! princiPal curνature ， theη N is an , -1’ 2 

opeη subset 0/ either 

a) a geodesic hyþersþhere, or 
4H2 

b) a tube 0/ rad!us r 0νer QI', ü< k< m-1 α!th ü< r < Jl /2 and cot
2 

r 二꾀=감τE 

The proof is quite similar to the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 in [2] and 

we do not repeat it here ‘ We only mention the following facts that must be 
used in it: from Proposition 2.1 the principal curvature of 셔， U2 and U

3 
is 

locally constant. ìvforeover, fro:n Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 there exist at most 

three distinct principal curvatures at any point of N. 

From the main result 01 [3J it fo llows that there exist no totally umbilical 

real hypersurfaces in QP"‘ 
If N has at most tw。 이stinct principal cunratures at a:ty paint N must be 

an open subset of a geodesic hypersphere 01 QPm 

If N has three distinct principal curvatures at any point, N must be an 

* 。pen subset of a tube of radius r over QPo with ü< k< m- 1. Among all these 

tubes only the one that appears in b) of Theorem 4.1 is pseud c>-Einstein and 

this fact follows from the construction of Example 2, the expression of the 
4m+3 Ricci tensor of the hypersurface of S"'''" projected onto such a tube, the' 

lormulas of 0 ’ Neill, [8] , relating the curvature of this hypersurface and the 

curvature of the tube and the behaviour with respect to the curvature of the 

vertical lields of the hypersurface of S'm+3 (see [12]) 

As we said in 1, it is easy to see that any Q-quasi umbilical real hypersur 
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face of QP" is a pseudo- Einstein real hypersur[ace w ith U" 인 and U
3 

principa l with the same principal cur、 ature. Then, Theorem 4.1 generalizes 

the result of Pak (see [9j ) 

We also have the following 

COROLLARY 4.2. There e:r:ist no Eins 

U낀"’ a1id L꺼'3 þr;lα}ι1ICκcψa찌1 "ψ‘v;，셔싸i 

Departamento do Geometríay Topología 
Facultad de Ciencias 
Universidad de G ranada 
G ranada. SPAIN 
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